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1. Introduction

Lipedema is a sparsely recognized clinical entity almost entirely affecting the female population. It poses a significant importance as being one of the most common disorder to be mistaken with lymphedema and obesity [1,2,3,4].

2. Definition

Lipedema is a disproportional, bilateral, symmetrical fatty swelling of the legs whereas arms are also commonly involved [1,2,3,4,5]. Generally, first symptoms appear around puberty [2,3,4]. Almost solely women are affected and males usually develop lipedema on the basis of hormonal disturbance [6]. The general incidence of lipedema among women is reported to be up to 11% [2]. Lipedema is presumably due to endocrinological and genetic background [2,7,8]. Two prominent hallmarks are the frequent spontaneous or minor trauma-induced bruising and spontaneous or palpation-induced pain [1,2,3,4]. Lipedema, especially in untreated cases, is commonly associated with lymphatic and/or venous insufficiency [2,3,4]. Lipedema is commonly combined with obesity making differential diagnosis considerably difficult [2,3,4].

3. Clinical diagnosis

In most cases the diagnosis of lipedema is simply set using patient history and clinical examination [2,3,4]. There is no absolutely unambiguous pathognomonic diagnostic test for lipedema.

3.1 Classification

In stage I, the skin looks flat, but the subcutis is thicker and on palpation feels like ‘styrofoam balls in a plastic bag’. In stage II walnut- to apple-sized indurations appear and the overlying skin has an irregular surface (‘mattress phenomenon’). Stage III shows large, sometimes lobular fat deposits. The location-based classification concurs with the area of the fat deposits: mainly buttocks (type I), buttocks to knees (type II), buttocks to ankles (type III), mainly arms (type IV) and mainly lower legs (type V) [9].

3.2 Differential diagnosis

The differential diagnosis of lipedema embraces obesity, various forms of lipohypertrophy and phleb- or lymphedema.
3.3 Instrumental diagnosis

These tests comprise waist-to-height ratio as an anthropometric measure [10], Streeten test for capillary permeability [11] and vacuum suction method with Parrot’s angiosterrometer for capillary fragility assessments [2,3,4,12], evaluation of aortic stiffness [13], subjective pain perception [14,15,16]. Accurate techniques as high resolution ultrasonography [17,18], computer tomography [19], magnetic resonance imaging [20,21], lymphoscintigraphy [22,23], fluorescent microlymphography [24] are also useful in diagnosis or making differential diagnosis.

4. Clinical management

4.1 Evidences in lipedema care

4.1.1 The conservative approach in the intensive therapeutical phase

corresponds to complex decongestive physiotherapy (CDP) consisting of manual lymph drainage (MLD), intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC) as a possible supplementary treatment, physical exercise, multilayered and multicomponent compression bandaging and meticulous skin care [2]. The first observational study disclosed a maximally achieved reduction by CDP as nearly 10% of the original leg girth [25]. In an other clinical setting MLD-based CDP was compared with MLD+IPC along with compression. Each treatment modality turned out significant limb volume reductions, however no significant difference was proven between the two regimens in that pilot study [26]. Further controlled trials showed that MLD+IPC-based CDP drastically decreased capillary fragility and pain perception of lipedema patients [12].

Gentle forms of liposuction give reliable benefit to lipedema patients without proven relevant damage of lymphatics [27].

4.1.2 Maintenance phase

includes skin care, daily wear of support garments (stockings or hosieries). Nocturnal bandaging might be applied. [28,29,30,31,32].

4.2 General description of physiotherapy and compression material

4.2.1 Manual lymph drainage

Although there is a relatively strong empirical body advocating the benefits of MLD, research data barely support its use in lymphatic insufficiency [33,34,35,36,37] or in lipedema. Beyond its well-known benefits, MLD is able to improve blood microcirculation blood flow, has peripheral analgesic, central sedative, analgesic, vagotonic reaction [38,39,40,41] and improves muscular recovery after physical exercise [42].

4.2.2 Steps of manual lymph drainage after Dr. Vodder in various forms of leg lipedema [33]

Central treatment: All proximal lymphatic drainage pathways must be cleared before any attempt to move lymph into them from a more distal area.

Supine position:

Contact with the neck region
Deep abdominal treatment
Treatment of axillary region and inguino-axillar anastomoses of both sides
Decongestion of both lower edematous body quadrants to the direction of axillary lymph nodes of identical sides
Treatment of lower body quadrants (emptying the quadrant)

Prone position:
Treatment of inguino-axillar anastomoses of both sides
Decongestion of gluteal region to the direction of axillary lymph nodes of identical sides
Treatment of lower body quadrants (emptying the healthy quadrant)

Leg treatment

Supine position:
Stimulation of inguinal lymph nodes
Decongestion of the lateral side of the thigh
Drainage from the lateral to the medial side of the thigh
Drainage from the distal to the proximal part of the thigh
Stimulation of the knee region
Drainage from the distal to the proximal part of the calf
Drainage from the distal to the proximal part of the foot

Prone position:
It is consistent with the previous steps in supine position, however the stimulation and decongestion of retromalleolar region is also mandatory.
Leg treatment steps should be repeated so as to treat all regions several times.

4.3 Intermittent pneumatic compression
IPC is assumed to reduce oedema by decreasing capillary filtration, rather than by accelerating lymph flow. IPC alone is particularly effective in nonobstructive edemas like lipedema. Clinical trials prefer the utilization of multi-chambered pumps to single-chambered ones [43,44], however pressures should be adjusted according to individual response. In general, pressures of 30-60 mmHg are mostly applied, however higher pressures also improve limb edema and lower pressures (20-30 Hgmm) are advised in palliative care and a duration of 30 minutes to two hours daily is recommended [45,46]. IPC is outstandingly efficacious in limb edema treatment of immobile patient [47]. It is able to squeeze the water content of a lymphedematous extremity without improving the lymphatic drainage to an adequate amount leading to an increase of the oncotic tissue pressure necessitating a continuation of compression therapy [48]. IPC may exacerbate or cause congestion at the noncompressed root of a treated limb and also in the adjacent, genital region [49]. Recent examinations showed remarkable induction of lymph return in lymphedema [50].

4.4 Compression
Compression therapy is recognized as one of the most effective treatment modalities in the management of venous and lymphatic disease. Until recently, evidence of efficacy was based mostly on empirical study. Experimental data on the effect of conventional compression therapy on lymphedema are sparse. Effects of compression include shape and volume
restoration and remodelling, improvement of skin changes, elimination of lymphorrhoea, subcutaneous tissue softening. There is a strong recommendation for the management of acute deep vein thrombosis, chronic venous insufficiency and lymphoedema with compression therapy [51,52,53]. Patients with lower limb lymphoedema with reduced ankle-brachial pressure index (ABPI) of 0.5-0.8 should not receive sustained compression exceeding 25 mmHg. Patients with ABPI <0.5 can mostly receive only intermittent compression. [54]

Compression therapy comprises the use of compression bandages or stockings.

4.4.1 Multilayer compression

It is a treatment of choice when we use bandages to achieve appropriate compression. The principles are seen as follows:

1. Skin care prevents dryness and consequent microinjuries of the epidermis
2. Finger or toe bandaging may prevent or reduce toe swelling
3. Tubular cotton bandage provides a protective layer between the skin and other bandages
4. Subbandage padding (soft synthetic wool, foam roll or sheet) protects the skin and subcutaneous tissues, normalizes shape, protects bony prominences and equalizes the distribution of pressure produced by outermost bandage layers.
5. Dense foam is applied locally to soften hard areas of tissue thickening and fibrosis or areas particularly vulnerable to oedema (ankles).
6. Inelastic bandages (non-adhesive, adhesive or cohesive bandages) should be applied at nearly full extension and 50% overlap. Elastic bandages should be applied at 50% extension and overlap. Several pieces of bandages are used to achieve desired pressure.
7. Adhesive tapes or cohesive bandages fix compression bandages and stabilize the whole compression system

To achieve optimal volume reduction, high initial interface pressures are necessary to compensate pressure decrease. The pressure drop is already significant after 2 hours and mainly caused by volume reduction explaining the need for a more frequent bandage change in the beginning of lymphedema therapy compared to the current practice where change of bandage system is recommended once a day in the initial phase [55].

In general, inelastic compression depending on the strength of tensile pressure and stiffness can be worn overnight without major influence on microcirculation, hence subbandage pressure does not significantly interfere with capillary function in supine position.

Unlike inelastic compression, the nocturnal wear of elastic bandages is normally not recommended due to the relatively high interface pressure in supine position and in case of diminished arterial influx severe occlusion can occur.

When compression with bandages is applied, exerted pressure can be calculated using Laplace's law: \( P = \frac{\text{T} \times \text{N}}{\text{C} \times \text{W}} \) (\( P \) = sub-bandage pressure (mmHg), \( T \) = bandage tension (kilograms force), \( N \) = number of layers, \( C \) = limb circumference (cm), \( W \) =bandage width (cm).

Pressure, LAyers, Components, and Elastic properties (P-LA-C-E) are the main factors that have to be taken into consideration when a compression bandage is applied.

Pressure measured in vivo in the medial gaiter area in the supine position for training purposes may be classified into the following categories:
mild (<20 mmHg), moderate (20–40 mmHg), strong (40–60 mmHg), or very strong (>60 mmHg).

Layers: A double-layer bandage is characterized by an overlap of at least 50%. Components of a bandage consist of same or different materials that may have different functions (padding, protection, retention). Elasticity: The elastic properties of a single bandage may be inelastic (rigid bandages or short-stretch bandages) or elastic (long-stretch bandages). Inelastic bandage extensibility is under 100% of the original length. Several layers of material (either identical or different materials) have the tendency to make the bandage system stiffer. In the lymphology practice we encourage the application of inelastic bandages because they exert high working pressure in active physical exercises and depending on tension forces during pulling of bandages evoke relatively low resting pressure at lying position.

Multilayer bandage systems may behave as inelastic systems even though the individual layers act as elastic materials due to the friction generated between bandage layers. Therefore, in case of multilayer bandage systems and kits, the terms “high or low stiffness” should be used to describe the behavior of the final bandage. Stiffness is defined as the increase of interface pressure measured in the gaiter area when standing up from the supine position. A raise in the pressure of more than 10 mmHg measured in the gaiter area is characteristic of a stiff bandage system [53].

### 4.4.2 Use of elastic bandages

In some situations (ineffective calf muscle pump, phlebolymphedema, large volume loss is predicted, extremely large adipose tissue deposition and low potential of muscle pump), the inelastic bandages may be replaced with elastic ones. The stiffness produced by multiple layers produces high working pressure. However, the resting pressure is usually higher than with inelastic systems at the same strength of application of both bandage systems.

### 4.5 Medical compression stockings

Compression garment utilization comprises the the long-term management of lipedema in maintenance phase. Limbs with relatively normal shape require round-knitted stockings while flat-knitted stockings better fit to limbs with unusual shape or remarkable distorsion than round-knitted ones. Appropriate and well-fitting medical compression stockings in lipedema are mostly custom-made because lipedematous legs usually do not belong to average sizes.

In general, compression stockings have a lower stiffness index than inelastic bandages, especially when these bandages are worn in a multilayered fashion. MCSs drop their pressure to a much less degree compared to compression bandages [56,57,58].

### 4.6 Exercise

Exercise/movement should be tailored to the patient ability and disease status. Compression should be worn during exercise whenever it is possible. Walking, swimming, cycling and low impact aerobics are recommended.

### 5. Prognosis

Lipedema is a progressive disorder but in few cases may remain self-limited. Early diagnosis and treatment are cornerstones for this disorder otherwise gradual enlargement of
massive fatty tissue causes severely compromised mobility, debilitating condition and further co-morbidities like arthrosis and lymphatic insufficiency. Interlobar areas may become susceptible for infections that may further progress to cellulitis or septicemia. Lipedema has remarkable psychological impact ranging from mild upset to severe anxiety, depression or even anorexia [2,3,4].
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